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Abstract—LSTMs are a type of RNN cell that regulates
incoming and outgoing information using text-processing-specific
gates. Online retailers, as we all know, have been extremely
popular in recent years. Many social media sites, such as
Facebook and Twitter, are increasingly used by online shops.
As a result, market monitoring is critical. We can monitor user
reviews and satisfaction levels using machine learning and deep
learning methods. Many projects have been completed in various
languages in the past. We use LSTM to work with Bangla text
reviews in our research. We acquire an accuracy of 88 percent
with this model.

Index Terms—LSTM, RNN, merchants, machine learning,
deep learning

I. INTRODUCTION

These days, social media plays a significant role in our daily
lives. Online social media content is widely available in a
range of formats, such as blog posts, comments, and tweets
[10]. Along with its numerous other uses, social networking
is now a significant e-commerce platform. Large e-commerce
companies have also expanded into social networking. Ac-
cording to Google, Bangladesh has 44.7 million Facebook
users. Facebook commerce, or ”f-commerce,” is a relatively
new online business venture that makes use of the social
network as a virtual marketplace for advertising and conduct-
ing business transactions [3]. F-Commerce is being adopted
by an increasing number of businesses. Numerous prospects
for internet commerce are being created by it. Millions of
money is thought to change hands each year in this industry.
Bangladesh, one of the world’s economies that are expanding
quickly, has embraced digitization in many areas, including
F-Commerce.Over 300,000 F-commerce pages are active in
Bangladesh, but there are only roughly 2000 dedicated eCom-
merce sites, according to Google. Thus, it becomes necessary
to continuously check the platform’s quality.
This exploratory study aims to track the spread of online
commerce and its effects. Previously, there has been a lot of
work on vectorization in the field of sentiment analysis. In

those cases, classifiers like logistic regression, random forest
have been used. RNN is a popular method for sentiment
analysis. RNNs were created in a way that allows them
to capture time series and sequential data. In an RNN, we
multiply by the weights assigned to the output and input of
the previous state, respectively. Then, in order to obtain the
new state, we pass them on to the Tanh function. Now, we
multiply the new state by a Tanh function output to obtain the
output vector. RNN works well with smaller datasets without
much complication on the network but when it goes to the
largest dataset performance of RNN are decreased. Two main
reasons are the Vanishing Gradient Formula and the other
one is Exploding Gradient Formula. Long short-term memory
(LSTM) networks are a type of RNN that uses special units in
addition to standard units. LSTM recovers the RNN vanishing
or exploding gradient problem. It is able to recognize to keep
information on the long memory and some information on the
short memory. so that it can handle a huge amount of data. In
this paper, LSTM is used for sentiment analysis and compared
the performance with Random Forest Classifier, Naive Bayes
Classifier, and SVM.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Many scholars have recently focused on sentiment analysis
[10].The term polarity detection has appeared in this continua-
tion. Kamal et al. [10] demonstrated an LSTM-based algorithm
for Bengali tweet sentiment polarity identification. Numerous
studies have demonstrated the efficacy of deep learning-based
approaches for identifying sentiment polarity [7] [15]. San-
guansat et al. [9] showed Paragraph2Vec is better than TF and
TF-IDF for Thai text processing for monitoring retail business,
banking, and telecommunication in Thailand. According to the
paper, Paragraph2Vec with Logistic Regression obtains 85.12
percent accuracy, which is better than any other combination.
As we work with Bangla reviews it is necessary to analyze
the performance of the Bangla text model. In the recent past,



many works have been done to analyze Bangla text.
Ritu et al. [8] discussed the effectiveness of three three-
word embedding models, notably word2vec in word2vec,
Tensorflow from the Gensim package, and FastText model,
on a Bangla text with 5,21,391 unique words.
Sharma et al. [11] detected Word2Vec, TF-IDF, and conven-
tional CNN architecture were combined to extract features
from text documents in Bangla humorous news that was
distributed in online news portals and social media with an
accuracy of more than 96 percent.
Tuhin et al. [14]work with Bangla text for detecting six types
of emotions using the Naı̈ve Bayes Classification Algorithm
and Topical approach containing accuracy 70 percent for Naı̈ve
Bayes and 90 percent for Topical approach.
Sumit et al. [13]showed 83.79 percent accuracy was achieved
using the Word2vec SkipGram and Continuous Bag of Words
word embedding techniques, along with a Word to Index
model, for SA in the Bangla language. In relation to Bengali
text summarization, Abujar et al. [1] have been discussed.
Alvi et al. [2] used CountVectorizer to extract the feature
before applying Logistic Regression as a machine learning
technique for the classification challenge. Sinha et al. [12]
showed performance of word2vec as word embedding model.
Long et al. [6]showed how to overcome the limitations of
traditional machine learning-based sentiment analysis, they
investigated the sentiment analysis of social media Chinese
text using a mix of Bidirectional Long-Short Term Memory
(BiLSTM) networks and a Multi-head Attention (MHAT)
mechanism.. To extract emotion labels from psychiatric social
literature, Jheng-Long Wu et al. [15] suggested using word
embeddings, bidirectional long short-term memory (BiLSTM),
and convolutional neural networks as part of a deep learning
framework (CNN).
There has been a lot of vectorization work done in the past.
Additionally, there is a problem with dataset size and no work
has been done on binary classification. In this study, we work
on binary text classification as well as dataset expansion.In
this research, we attempt to construct a Bangla text processing
model based on LSTM for social media market monitoring.
We achieve this by gathering dataset from consumer feedback
on various Facebook pages. Many recent studies have used
LSTMs for sentiment analysis because they sidestep the long-
term dependency problem and we get more accuracy by using
this.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. Dataset

We have collected data from various Facebook pages of the
various online shop. We gathered feedback from those pages
’review sections. We gathered 2,000 reviews from various
pages, weighing good and negative feelings. There were a few
null values that we removed. There are 1,430 good ratings and
520 negative reviews for this product.

Fig. 1. Sample Dataset

B. Data Preprocessing

We processed our dataset after collecting data. We elimi-
nated out noise, identified useless comments, and used stop
words. Many emojis and symbols have been removed, includ-
ing

[],−,, =, :,+,@, !, , , ; , /, , ), (, ], , , (:, )

. After that, we used deep learning and comment classification
methods.

Fig. 2. pre-processing steps

C. Experiments

We employed LSTM to analyse consumer reviews on the
internet market. TF, TF-IDF, Word2vec, Naive Bayes, and
SVM were previously utilized for online market analysis and
Bangla text analysis referring [9] [8] [14]. However, because
our research is focused on sentiment analysis, LSTM has
recently been deployed, and we’ve discovered that it performs
well in many sentiment analysis studies referring [10] [5] [4]
. For LSTM at first, we tokenize our sentences and finally fit
our model.



Fig. 3. LSTM Method

Figure 3 shows the general architecture and it was used to
create our sentiment detection model based on LSTM. The
output of the LSTM unit is passed through the softmax dense
layer. It predicts the class of the input texts, as shown in
Figure 3. Figure 4 depicts how the LSTM model works.

Fig. 4. LSTM over a sample text

D. LSTM Method

The long-term reliance problem is explicitly avoided
using LSTMs. They don’t have to work hard to remember
things for long periods of time. Recurrent neural networks
(RNNs) have a problem with long-term dependability that
LSTM networks were created to solve. In contrast to more
common feedforward neural networks, LSTMs have feedback
connections. This feature allows LSTMs to handle whole data
sequences without having to treat each data point in the series
separately by retaining important information from earlier
data in the sequence to aid in the processing of incoming
data points. As a result, LSTMs are excellent at processing
time series, text, and other sequential data types. An LSTM
network may learn this pattern, which occurs every 12 periods
of time It avoids the long-term reliance problem that other
models have by not simply using the prior forecast but also
keeping a larger context in mind. However, LSTMs become
increasingly useful when patterns are separated by noticeably
longer periods of time. It should be noted that this is a rather
simple example.

Fig. 5. LSTM Method

simple LSTM memory cell’s framework. As shown, this
architecture has three gates (ft, it, and ot) as well as a memory
cell (ct).
Each LSTM cell’s formula can be written as follows:

The parameters for gates and cell states are W, U, and b. Each
LSTM cell’s forget, input, and output gates are specified by
these three equations. in that order, eqs. 2-4. As depicted in
Figure 3, the forget gate in an LSTM layer determines which
prior information from the cell state is forgotten. The input
gate determines or regulates the new information that is stored
in the memory cell. The quantity of data that may be retrieved
from the internal memory cell is controlled or limited by the
output gate.

E. Naive Bayes Classifier
Naive Bayes is a machine learning approach. It handles

enormous amounts of data. It does a fantastic job at NLP tasks
like sentimental analysis. It’s a categorization algorithm that
is very simple and quick. A method for examining conditional
probabilities is the Bayes rule. It gives you a convenient way
to turn the situation around. The Bayes rule is the foundation
of Bayesian classifiers. Given the evidence B, a conditional
probable means that event A is likely to occur. We use
notation:

P (A|B)

.It is the standard notation. It is the standard notation. When
we only have the likelihood of the opposite result and of the
two components separately, we can use the Bayes method to
calculate this probability:

P (A|B) = P (A)P (B|A)/P (B)



.When estimating the chance of something based on examples
of it happening, this restatement can be quite useful.

F. Random Forest Classifier

Random Forest is one of the most well-known machine
learning algorithm. It is used in the supervised learning
method. Random forest can be used for classification as well
as regression problems in machine learning. It is based on en-
semble learning, a technique for combining several classifiers
to tackle a challenging problem and improve the performance
of the model. ” A Random Forest classifier combines several
decision trees on various dataset subsets and then averages
them to raise the anticipated accuracy of the dataset.” Instead
than depending on a single decision tree, the random forest
gathers the predictions from each tree and predicts the ultimate
result based on the majority votes of predictions.

Fig. 6. Random Forest Classifier

G. Support Vector Machine Algorithm

The Support Vector Machine, or SVM is a common Su-
pervised Learning technique. It is used for Classification and
Regression issues. However, it is mostly utilized in Machine
Learning for classification difficulties. The SVM method’s
goal is to identify the best line or decision boundary for
categorizing n-dimensional space so that future data points
can be quickly assigned to the appropriate category. The best
possible chosen boundary is a hyperplane. SVM chooses the
extreme points of the hyperplane. The most severe examples
of this are called support vectors, and this process is called a
support vector machine.

Fig. 7. SVM

IV. RESULT AND COMPARISONS

For our Bangla text, we employed LSTM, which produced
an accuracy of 88 percent. Then we applied three more
machine learning classifiers: Naive Bayas (82.64 percent
accuracy), Random Forest (78.49 percent accuracy), and
SVM (72.45 percent accuracy).

Comparison of the result is showed graphically in below.

Fig. 8. Comparison of Results

V. CONCLUSION

The Bangla language sentiment analysis is proposed in this
study.In the past, many works of sentiment analysis have
been done in different languages. There is a lot of emphasis
on vectorization. BERT model has been used for sentiment
analysis in Bengali language. It is a feature of our platform that
allows us to keep track of Bangladesh’s social media market



analysis. We’re trying to show that LSTM is very useful in
Bangla text processing based on experimental results. There
have some limitations. The dataset we have collected is not
balanced.In future, we can work on emoji detection by LSTM,
increase our dataset and will work with unsupervised machine
learning model.
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